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improving the sensitivity of circulating tumor DNA analysis
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TruePrime™ is thename of a novel technology dedicated to the amplification of genomic
DNA. While the current gold standard MDA (multiple displacement amplification)relies on
short oligonucleotides to start off the amplification, TruePrime™ is based on a combination
of Phi29 DNA polymerase with the recently discovered primase/polymeraseTthPrimPol. In
this setup, TthPrimPol synthesizes the DNA primers needed for Phi29 DNA pol in the
course of thereaction, which allows for the exponential amplification of genomic DNA.Key
advantages of the TruePrime™ technology for amplification of single cell genomes include
complete absence of primer artefacts, superior sensitivity down to the femtogram range,
high reproducibility, littlebias in genome coverage, and superior variantdetection. Moreover,
the TruePrime™ workflow is easy and reaction products work well with major NGS
platforms.
We are currently tuning the TruePrime™ technology towards the amplification of cell free
DNA from plasma and serum with the intention to improve sensitivity and reliability of the
method.Results on the feasibility of this approach are presented.

Abstract TruePrime™  reaction overview
1.TthPrimPol binds denatured DNA at different sites

2.TthPrimPol synthesizes short DNA primers

3.Phi29 DNA pol displaces TthPrimPol and beginspolymerization

4.Phi29 DNA pol performs strand displacement

5.TthPrimPol binds to newly formed DNA and synthesizes new DNA
primers

6. Phi29 DNA pol displacesTthPrimPol,binds DNA primers and 
begins polymerization

Shown is the strategy for developing
the TruePrime™ LB method. One key
requirement for MDA-type DNA
amplification methods is a size of the
target DNA fragments of at least 2 kb.
Therefore, a crucial step in applying the
TruePrime amplification technology to
liqu id biopsy samples is to concatenate
the small fragments in an optimal
manner.
We are trying different enzymatic
manipulations of fragments, different
ligation approaches, and also possib le
addition of oligonucleotidespacers.

TruePrime™ LB project strategy

A, Circos plots depict genome coverage pattern in blue,
SNV allele frequencies as a color-coded band (color legend
at right), number of detected SNVs per genomesegment as
histogram (black), and finally a CNV plot showing
chromosomal aberrations in the Hek293 line we studied
(b lue= haploid, green = dip loid, red = trip loid and above).
B, Preservation of SNV allele frequencies is shown in a
scatter plot from chromosome 1 (dip loid in our Hek293
cells), where all common heterozygous SNV allele
frequencies (BAF, B allele frequencies) are shown with a,
density. TheTruePrime™ amplified genomeshows greatest
density in thecentral intersection of the50%frequencies,
while the commercial RP MDA sample shows a broader
dispersion of these frequencies.

Preservation of allele frequencies

We used a targeted amplicon approach to obtain feasib ility data from a cancer case. The casewas an undifferentiated colorectal
adenocarcinoma (T4a M1a L1 R1 G4). We amplified 100 pg of p lasma DNA and compared this to non-amplified DNA extracted
from a tumor biopsy and healthy tissue. The AmpliSeq Cancer HotSpot panel v2 was used with 207 amplicons. DNA was PCR
amplified, and sequenced on an Ion Proton sequencer. Sequences werealigned using theCLC Bio software, and variants detected
with different algorithms.A,Samples shown in th is panel.B, All ampliconswereamplified intheamplified cfDNAsamples, there is a
sh ift in thecoveragedistribution of tissuevs. amplified cfDNAhowever.C,Diagram showing SNVs identified using theCLC Bio
basic caller for the4 samples, allele frequencies arecolor-coded.

Colorectal carcinoma case

Extreme sensitivity down to femtograms

1 fg input DNA

1 ng input DNA 1 pg input DNA

High sensitivity is key for obtain ing sequence information form early stage cancers. Herewe diluted human genomic DNA and
amplified thesampleusing theoriginal TruePrime™protocol. Wesequenced theamplification productsusing Ion Torrent technology
(~20000 reads). Reads were BLAST-compared to the EMBL databases. Even at 1 fg input amount the vast majority of output
sequences were target derived (>95%of sequences from human), demonstrating thehighquality of theTruePrime™ components.

1 pg input DNA, random primed

KRAS mutation found exclusively in amplified cfDNA

TruePrime™ cfDNA amplification from serum/plasma
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A Non-amplif ied TruePrime™ Commercial RP MDA

We identif ied a KRAS A59S point mutation in two cfDNA derived samples but NOT in
the tumor nor in the healthy tissue samples
The patient had undergone molecular diagnosi s before and was stated as KRAS wildtype ;
BRAF wildtype; PIK3CA Exon 9 wildtype; PIK3CA Exon 20 wildtype
Allele frequencies were found at 1.9 and 2.7% in the two amplif ied cfDNA samples
KRAS codon 59 (exon 3) point mutations lead to constant activation of the protein, and
render Anti-EGFR therapies useless

One pathological mutation T p53 C242Y was iden tif ied in the tumor t issue sample ,but not
in the healthy ti ssue ,and n ot in any of the amplif ied cfDNA samples.Frequency was ~10 %
in the tumor sample.
Changing cysteine 242 in p53 leads to loss of Zn-complexing capabilities and renders the
protein inactive
The reason for this false negative SNV could be the low amount of DNA input (1 00 pg =
16 genome equivalents), and/or lower ing of the apparent allele frequency due to an increase
of background DNA in the plasma

B

In conclusion ,True Prime™ LB is a highly p romis ing approach to enhance sens itivity of cfDNA
analyses.The method is sen sitive , cfDNA can be amplif ied to a level that allows sequencing , and
SNV recovery is good .We are cu rrently optimizing the method ,and tes ting it in an expanded
set of cancer patients.
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A,B TruePrime™ amplification of serum or plasma cfDNA
with various pretreatments. C,D Illumina paired read
sequencing reveals a h igh proportion (>50%) of reads with
unaligned ends.E,FDespite th is, successfu lly mapped reads
cover thewhole genome. Note that also the copy number
effect of chr X and Y is seen. G Reads arepredominantly
human-derived HAvirtual PCR using theAmpliSeq Cancer
Hotspot panel v2 reveals a proportion of 17% identified
amplicons (at a coverage of 11%). This is a good value
showing coverageof relevant exons for mutation detection.
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